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*** 

Warren, MI – School bus driver collapsed while driving (VIDEO ABOVE), 13 year old boy
Dillon Reeves from Lois E. Carter Middle School, jumped in and brought the bus to a halt on
April 26, 2023 (click here)

The bus driver experienced “some dizziness” while driving and followed protocol by alerting
‘“home base” that she wasn’t feeling well and was going to pull over.
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But the driver didn’t make it to where she planned to park, eventually passed out and
couldn’t stop the bus, which started to veer into oncoming traffic.

13 year old boy Dillon Reeves, who was seated about five rows back, “jumped up from his
seat, threw his backpack down, ran to the front of the bus, grabbed the steering wheel and
brought the bus to a stop in the middle of the road”.

The bus driver, a 40-year-old woman, is “stable but with precautions” and was transported
to  a  hospital  for  examination.  She  had  no  physical  injuries  and  suffered  a  medical
emergency  owing  to  a  loss  of  consciousness.

Chula Vista, CA – A school bus crashed around 5pm after the bus driver had a medical
emergency, on April 25, 2023 (click here) 

Brazil, Pontal – student took over after school bus driver collapsed and died (March 30,
2023) 

https://fox5sandiego.com/traffic/school-bus-crashes-into-trees-in-south-bay/
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Brazil, Sertaozinho – 17 year old saved his classmates after school bus driver had a heart
attack (March. 30, 2023)

A 17-year-old teenager saved his classmates who were on a school bus after the driver
suffered a heart attack in the town of Sertaozinho. (click here)

https://www.20minutos.es/noticia/5114823/0/un-estudiante-toma-los-mandos-de-un-autobus-escolar-despues-de-que-el-conductor-sufriera-un-infarto/
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Italy – bus driver collapsed on steering wheel, teachers took control of bus and saved 52
children, on March 6, 2023 (click here) 

France, Sezanne – 52 year old school bus driver had heart attack in front of school and died
(March 6, 2023) (click here)

https://newsprima.it/cronaca/bus-contro-il-muro-in-autostrada-il-racconto-delle-maestre-che-hanno-salvato-i-52-bambini/#gallery-1-foto-1
https://www.lest-eclair.fr/id462706/article/2023-03-07/un-chauffeur-de-bus-decede-devant-la-cite-scolaire-de-sezanne-marne-apres-un
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Corps, France – Bus carrying 40 schoolchildren plunges down creek in French Alps, after
driver has a medical incident, on March 4, 2023 (click here)

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/breaking-bus-carrying-40-schoolchildren-29373487
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The mayor said the “most probable scenario” is that the driver had some kind of medical
problem while behind the wheel.

According to local media, the children in the vehicle were returning from a summer camp in
the Hautes-Alpes.

Italy, Citadel – School bus driver had medical emergency while driving, died and crashed
into a bus (Jan. 25, 2023)

Source: (click here)(click here)

USA, NC school bus driver had heart attack (Dec. 9, 2022)

72 year old school bus driver Rita Sturdivant had a heart attack on Dec. 9, 2022 while
driving students. (click here)

https://www.leggo.it/video/nordest/cittadella_incidente_oggi_scuolabus_autista_morto_vittima_chi_e-7189748.html
https://twitter.com/David83823494/status/1618213452669128704
https://www.cbs17.com/news/north-carolina-news/nine-year-old-helped-north-carolina-school-bus-driver-during-december-heart-attack/
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My Take… 

This is another serious problem no one is talking about.

Just like the recent increase in pilot incapacitation incidents with a serious risk of a large
commercial plane crashing (so far all large planes have landed safely), these incidents of
school bus drivers collapsing at the wheel bring about a risk to the safety of the children on
board.

These bus drivers were almost certainly COVID-19 vaccinated and faced a vaccine mandate
at some point. Now they are collapsing from COVID-19 vaccine injuries to the heart.

The health authorities and politicians are ignoring pilots collapsing and having heart attacks
in-flight,  so  they  will  almost  certainly  ignore  school  bus  drivers  collapsing  and  crashing
buses  full  of  children.

But this is where parents can step in and demand accountability. If enough parents can
wake up in time.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

Dr.  William Makis  is  a  Canadian  physician  with  expertise  in  Radiology,  Oncology  and
Immunology. Governor General’s Medal, University of Toronto Scholar. Author of 100+ peer-
reviewed medical publications.
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